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Abstract
A statistical summary representation (SSR) is a phenomenon wherein a target
property (e.g., size) is encoded based on the average of the stimulus-set to
which it belongs. Here, I examined method of adjustment (MoA), visually and
memory-guided grasping tasks in separate blocks in which differently sized
targets (i.e., 20 30 and 40 mm) were presented with equal frequency (control
weighting condition) and when the 20 mm and 40 mm targets were
asymmetrical presented (i.e., small-target and large-target weighting
conditions). The weighting conditions were used to determine whether the
different tasks are influenced by an SSR. In the MoA task, responses for the
small- and large-target weighting conditions were biased in the direction of the
most frequently presented target in the stimulus-set. In contrast, grip apertures
for visually and memory-guided grasps were refractory to the different
weighting conditions. Accordingly, an SSR influences perceptions but not
goal-directed grasping.
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Summary for Lay Audience
When scanning our visual environment, the judgments we make about the properties (e.g.,
size, shape) of a target object are influenced by non-target items. In fact, several studies have
shown that when we view a display including a 'target' circle and differently sized non-target
circles (i.e., a stimulus-set) our perception of the size of the target circle is biased by the
average of all circles (i.e., target and non-target) – a phenomenon referred to as a statistical
summary representation (SSR). The majority of the SSR research has focused on
visuoperceptual judgments; however, it is unclear whether the phenomenon influences
grasping movements directed to three-dimensional target objects. This represents a notable
question because functionally and anatomically distinct visual pathways are thought to
mediate perceptions and actions. To address this issue, participants were presented
differently sized three-dimensional targets (20, 30, and 40 mm in width) and were asked to
complete a classic perceptual judgment that involved adjusting the size of a line appearing on
a computer monitor until it matched the size of the target object (i.e., method of adjustment
task). As well, participants completed grasps of the same targets in conditions with (i.e.,
visually guided) and without (i.e., memory-guided) vision during the response. The method
of adjustment, visually and memory-guided grasping tasks were completed in separate blocks
and in conditions wherein the different targets were presented with equal frequency (i.e.,
control weighting) and when the 20 and 40 mm targets were presented five times as often as
the other targets in the stimulus-set (i.e., small-target weighting and large-target weighting).
Results showed that responses in the method of adjustment task were biased in the direction
of the most frequently presented target in the stimulus-set; that is, responses were influenced
by an SSR. In contrast, the transport and aperture shaping components of visually and
memory-guided grasps were not influenced by the different target weighting conditions.
Accordingly, results show that an SSR influences perceptual judgments but does not
influence goal-directed actions.
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Chapter 1

Literature Review
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1. Literature Review
The goal of my thesis was to determine whether a statistical summary representation (SSR)
influences the visual information supporting perceptual judgments and visually and memoryguided grasps of 3D target objects. Accordingly, I recruited a corpus of individuals to
perform method of adjustment and grasping tasks to differently sized targets (20, 30 and 40
mm in width) in conditions wherein target size was presented with equal frequency (i.e.,
control weighting) and when the smallest (i.e., small-target weighting) and largest (largetarget weighting) target sizes were presented five times as often as the other targets included
in the stimulus-set. In developing my thesis document, Chapter 1 provides a general
overview of: (1) goal-directed grasping, (2) the perception/action model (PAM), (3) evidence
countering the PAM, and (4) evidence supporting an SSR in perceptual judgments and 2D
‘grasping’ Subsequent to the general overview, Chapter 2 provides the manuscript version of
my thesis document.

1.1 Goal-directed grasping movement
Grasping and manipulating objects is an essential activity of daily living and it is therefore
not surprising that an understanding of the behavioural, mechanical, and physiological
properties supporting this action is an extensively studied area of research. The act of
reaching to and grasping an object is formally known as manual prehension and the efficient
and effective conduct of this behaviour is supported by a wealth of sensory inputs (i.e.,
proprioceptive, tactile, visual and vestibular) (for review see Grafton, 2010). From research
in this area, it is clear that the visual system plays a pivotal role in successful grasping as it
provides the motor system with a wealth of information about the location, size, shape, and
physical properties of a to-be-grasped target object (Jeannerod, 1988). Prehension consists of
two relatively independent components: (1) reaching to bring the limb into the vicinity of the
target (i.e., transport component) and (2) shaping the hand to produce a stable grasp (i.e.,
aperture shaping component). The foundation of our current knowledge regarding prehension
is based on seminal work by Marc Jeannerod (Jeannerod, 1981; 1984). In particular,
Jeannerod (1984) employed high-speed photography while participants performed a precision
grasp (i.e., via thumb and forefinger) of differently sized objects placed at different locations.
Results showed that increasing the size of the target object resulted in an increase in peak
2

grip aperture (PGA: i.e., the distance between thumb and forefinger) but did not influence
peak limb velocity. In contrast, increasing target object distance resulted in an increase in
peak limb velocity but not PGA. Based on these results, Jeannerod proposed the existence of
independent visuomotor channels for controlling transport and aperture shaping and further
noted that each component is temporally synchronized and immutable to manipulations of
visual feedback (i.e., dual-channel hypothesis: Jeannerod, 1999).
An alternative to Jeannerod’s dual-channel hypothesis is Smeets & Brenner's (1999)
double-pointing model. The double pointing model states that it is not reaching and grasping
that governs prehension; rather, the model contends that control is governed at the digit level
such that the thumb and forefinger trajectories are controlled independently and with regard
to their respective points of contact on a target object. In a test of the double-pointing
hypothesis, Jackson & Shaw (2000) used the Ponzo illusion to directly measure the impact of
the illusion on grip aperture and grip force scaling. The authors required that participants
select the stimulus that was perceived to be the larger/smaller of the two. Results for a
grasping task showed that PGAs were not “tricked” by the illusion; however, the authors
observed that grip force was biased in a direction consistent with the illusion’s perceptual
effects. These findings are compatible with the double-pointing model in that they suggest
that the visuomotor system’s primary task is to determine where to place the fingers to
achieve a stable grasp. It is, however, important to note that several studies have not provided
empirical support for the double-pointing model (e.g., Van de Kamp & Zaal, 2007; Zaal &
Bongers, 2014). For example, Van de Kamp and Zaal observed that perturbing the end
position of either the index finger or thumb resulted in significant adaptations of both digits –
a finding at odds with the double pointing model’s assertion that grasping represents
independent reaching movements of the thumb and forefinger.
A wealth of studies have expanded Jeannerod's (1984) work by examining the role of
vision in controlling transport and aperture shaping. For example, Jakobson and Goodale
(1991) had participants grasp differently sized objects in separate blocks (Experiment 1)
wherein visual feedback was available throughout their response (i.e., visually guided
grasping) and when vision was extinguished at movement onset (i.e., open-loop grasping).
Results showed that visually guided and open-loop PGAs scaled to target size; however,
values were larger in the latter condition. The authors interpreted the larger open-loop PGAs
3

as reflecting that in the absence of visual feedback there is uncertainty about target size and
thus requires a larger aperture to avoid an unexpected hand/target collision. In a subsequent
experiment (Experiment 2), Jakobson and Goodale had participants grasp the same targets as
Experiment 1 in a condition wherein the availability of vision during the response could not
be predicted in advance of movement execution (i.e., visually guided and open-loop trials
were randomly interleaved on a trial-by-trial basis). The results of Experiment 2 showed that
PGAs for visually guided and open-loop grasps were comparable and larger than the visually
guided grasps performed in Experiment 1. Accordingly, the authors proposed that when
visual feedback is not predictably available, participants adopt a safety margin strategy to
ensure an aperture size that prevents an unwanted (and potentially early) collision with the
target object – a finding in line with earlier reaching (Elliott & Allard, 1985; Khan et al.,
2002; Zelaznik et al., 1983) and subsequent grasping (Heath et al., 2006; Neely et al., 2008)
studies.
From Jakobson and Goodale's (1991) work, it is clear that grasps performed with and
without vision are structured differently. Thus, an interesting question is for how long visual
information can be accurately maintained in memory to support goal-directed
reaching/grasping. In an early study, Elliott and Madalena, (1987) asked participants to
perform manual aiming movements to targets located 25 and 35 cm from a start position in
five different visual conditions, visually guided, open-loop (i.e., vision occluded at
movement onset), and 2000, 5000, 10,000 ms of memory delay. Results indicated that the
open-loop condition produced comparable endpoint accuracy to the visually guided condition
and was more accurate than the 2000, 5000 and 10,000 ms delay conditions. This result led
the authors to suggest that an accurate memory-based substitute for direct vision is available
to the motor system for up to 2000 ms of visual delay. However, it is important to recognize
that Elliott and Madalena did not include a “brief” memory delay condition as vision was
available at movement planning during their open-loop condition. Accordingly, Westwood,
Heath and Roy, (2001) had participants reach to targets in visually guided, open-loop, and
conditions involving 500, 1000, 1500 and 2000 ms of memory delay. Notably, in the
memory-guided conditions vision of the movement environment was removed (i.e., via
occlusion goggles), and responses were subsequently cued 500, 1000, 1500 and 2000 ms
thereafter. Results showed visually guided responses were more accurate than open-loop
4

responses, and responses in the latter were more accurate than the memory-guided conditions
(which did not differ). Based on these findings, Westwood et al., concluded that there is no
period of memory delay that provides an accurate and equivalent substitute for direct vision
of the movement environment (see also Westwood & Goodale, 2003). In support of these
findings, Heath (2005) had participants perform limb visible and occluded reaches in visually
guided, open-loop, 0 ms, 500, 1500 and 2500 ms memory-guided conditions. Results for
limb visible and limb occluded trials showed that endpoint accuracy diminished as soon as
vision of the target was occluded; that is, no interval of memory delay supported a response
with accuracy commensurate with visually guided or open-loop responses. Notably, however,
analysis of reach trajectories showed that limb visible (but not limb occluded) trials evoked
online trajectory corrections. This result was taken to evince that although not as accurate as
direct target vision, a stored target representation can support online trajectory corrections for
up to 2500 ms as long as vision of the limb is visible (see also Heath, Rival & Binsted, 2004;
for review see Heath et al. 2010). As such, the extant goal-directed grasping literature
demonstrates that online vision serves as an important sensory source in supporting effective
and efficient precision grasping.

1.2 Two streams visual processing
In the last 40 years, an important area of inquiry has been whether unitary or dissociable
visual processing systems support the activities that we – and non-human primates - perform
on a day-to-day basis. In an early demonstration of the importance of this issue, Mishkin and
Ungerleider (1982) performed a lesion study in non-human primates (i.e., rhesus monkeys)
and showed a dissociation of two ‘streams’ of neural projections from the primary visual
cortex to inferotemporal (ventral visual pathway) and posterior parietal (dorsal visual
pathway) cortices. In their work, a lesion to the ventral visual pathway impaired an object
discrimination task, whereas a lesion to the dorsal visual pathway impaired performance on a
visuospatial task. Based on these findings, Miskin and Ungerleider proposed that the ventral
pathway is responsible for processing visual information for object recognition, whereas the
dorsal stream is responsible for processing visual information regarding the spatial
relationship of an object (Mishkin & Ungerleider, 1982). Notably, Ungerleider and
Mishkin’s model was – in part – used to develop a more contemporary view that separate
pathways support vision for perceptions and vision for actions (i.e., the perception/action
5

model: Goodale & Milner, 1992). In particular, the PAM states that vision for perception is
mediated via relative visual information laid down and maintained by the visuoperceptual
networks of the ventral visual pathway (i.e., from the primary visual cortex to the
inferotemporal cortex). In turn, vision for action is supported via absolute visual inputs
mediated via dedicated visuomotor networks in the dorsal visual pathway (i.e., from the
primary visual cortex to the posterior parietal cortex). Furthermore, the PAM asserts that the
ventral and dorsal visual pathways process visual information in functionally distinct frames
of reference. The PAM states that the ventral pathway computes target object properties in
relation to other objects in the environment (i.e., allocentric frame of reference) (for review
see Goodale, 2011). In turn, the PAM contends that the requirements of the dorsal pathway
to process visual information on a moment-to-moment basis necessitate comparisons
between an object of interest and the reaching/grasping limb (i.e., egocentric frame of
reference).

Figure 1. The anatomical location of the ventral and dorsal streams. Permission requested
from Gallivan & Goodale, (2018), Handbook of Clinical Neurology

1.2.1 Evidence supporting PAM
Support for the PAM can be found in at least three lines of discovery: (1) clinical
neuropsychology, (2) the pictorial illusions literature, and (3) the visually and memoryguided grasping literature. In the first case, Goodale and Milner studied a young woman
(D.F.) with visual agnosia arising from bilateral lesions to the lateral occipital cortex of the
ventral pathway (James et al., 2003). In an initial study, Goodale and Milner examined D.F.’s
ability to: (1) orient a card so that it matched the opening of a 'slot', and (2) 'post' or 'mail' the
6

card through the slot (i.e., a task akin to placing an object in a mailbox). Results for the
orienting task showed that D.F. was unable to correctly orient the card in relation to the slot
and was a result attributed to the task's perceptual nature and D.F.'s impaired ventral
pathway. In contrast, D.F. exhibited successful performance on the posting task and was a
result attributed to her intact dorsal visual pathway. In a subsequent study, Goodale, Milner,
Jakobson and Carey (1991) examined D.F.'s ability to manually estimate and grasp
differently sized target objects. The manual estimation task required that D.F. separate her
thumb and forefinger – without grasping – until she perceived it to match the size of the
target object. Results showed that in the manual estimation task D.F. did not scale her grip
aperture to the target objects; however, her PGAs in the grasping tasks scaled to target size
and was commensurate with the performance of neurologically healthy controls. Once again,
results indicate that DF’s ventral stream lesions impair her perceptions but not actions.
In contrast to D.F., individuals with optic ataxia (i.e., resulting from lesions to the
posterior parietal cortex of the dorsal pathway) exhibit a dissociable deficit for visually
guided actions but not perceptions. For example Perenin and Vighetto (1988) had
individuals with optic ataxia provide a verbal estimate of the absolute or relative position of
different targets, and complete visually directed arm movements to the same targets. Results
for the perceptual task showed that individuals with optic ataxia were able to report the
location of the different targets. In contrast, results for the action task showed spatially
inaccurate movements and poorly oriented hand positions. Based on these results, the authors
concluded that damage to the dorsal pathway impairs the visual control of actions but does
not influence perceptions – a conclusion supporting the theoretical tenets of the PAM.
Moreover, Jeannerod, Decety and Michel (1994) examined the ability of optic ataxic patient
A.T. to manually estimate and reach to grasp differently sized targets. Results showed that
A.T had intact manual estimation but was unable to metrically scale her grasping movements.
Accordingly, Jeannerod concluded that damage to the dorsal stream impairs actions but not
perceptions. Thus, evidence from the visual agnosia and optic ataxia literature demonstrates a
double dissociation that provides extant support for the theoretical assertions of the PAM.
The pictorial illusions literature has also provided support for the PAM (but see
Glover, 2004). For example, Aglioti, DeSouza & Goodale, (1995) employed the Titchener
(Ebbinghaus) circles illusion (i.e., a central target disc surrounded by smaller or larger non7

targets) to examine a putative perception versus action dissociation. In that study, participants
were instructed to manually estimate or grasp a target disc embedded in the Titchener circles
illusion. Results for the manual estimation task indicated that responses were biased in a
direction consistent with the perceptual effects of the illusion, whereas grasping PGAs were
largely refractory to the illusion. In a subsequent study, Haffenden and Goodale (1998) had
participants manually estimate the size of a target within the Titchener circles illusion and
grasp the same target in conditions wherein vision of the hand and target was not available
during the response (open-loop grasping). As expected, when participants were required to
estimate the size of the central disk, they were influenced by the illusion, whereas PGAs for
grasping were refractory to the illusion’s effects. Based on these results Haffenden and
Goodale concluded that grip aperture is calibrated to the veridical size of a target even when
perception of an object is distorted by a pictorial illusion. In addition, Vishton et al., (1999)
found that while perceptual judgements were affected by the horizontal-vertical illusion (i.e.,
where a vertical line is placed centrally along a horizontal line) associated grasping responses
were refractory to the illusion’s perceptual effects. Taken together, these findings suggest
that pictorial illusions differentially influence perceptions and actions.
Westwood, Heath and Roy (2003) examined the degree to which a memory-delay
impacts PGAs for an object embedded in a pictorial illusion (i.e., Mueller-Lyer figure). The
basis for the question stemmed from the view that increasing the length of a visual delay may
result in the motor system accessing a stable target representation laid down and maintained
by the visuoperceptual networks of the ventral visual pathway. To examine this issue,
Westwood et al., (2003) had participants complete grasps to a target embedded in the
Mueller-Lyer illusion in visually guided, open-loop, and 3000 ms memory-delay conditions.
As expected, PGAs in the visually guided condition were refractory to the illusion, whereas
open-loop and 3000 ms delay conditions produced PGAs biased in a direction consistent with
the illusion’s perceptual effects. The authors concluded that such findings are consistent with
the PAM (but see Westwood & Goodale, 2003). Notably, however, more recent findings by
Westwood and Goodale (2003) suggest that open-loop grasps are not influenced by pictorial
illusions because the dorsal system is able to access the metrical properties of a target when a
response has been cued and only if the target is visible at the time of response cuing – a view
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that has subsequently been referred to as the real-time component of the PAM (for review see
Goodale, Westwood & Milner, 2004).

1.2.2 Evidence countering the PAM
In a previous section (1.2), I outlined that the proposed anatomical segregation between the
ventral and dorsal visual streams was – in part – inspired by work examining patient D.F.
Notably, however, Schenk (2006) has challenged Goodale and Milner’s (1992) account of
D.F.’s perceptual and motor abilities. In particular, Schenk compared the perceptual and
visuomotor abilities of D.F. with those of ten healthy age-matched controls. However, unlike
the previous research, D.F.’s perceptual and action performance was examined within an
allocentric and egocentric coding framework. In one perceptual task, D.F. was required to
indicate which of two targets to the left and the right of a reference target was closer (i.e.,
allocentric task) and in another D.F. indicated which of two targets was closer to her finger
(i.e., egocentric task). Further, in an allocentric motor task D.F. was instructed to move her
finger from a specified starting point until it matched the relative location of a ‘dot’ from a
cross, whereas in an egocentric motor task D.F. was asked to move her finger from a start
position to the location of the aforementioned ‘dot’. Schenk (2006) found that independent of
whether the task was perceptual or motor, D.F.’s performance on the allocentric tasks was
impaired relative to that of healthy controls, whereas D.F.’s. performance on the egocentric
tasks was comparable to controls. Schenk concluded the possibility that D.F.’s deficit may
not be related to an inability to perform perceptual tasks per se; rather, it may reflect an
inability to exploit allocentric information (see also Schenk & Milner, 2006).
Hesse and Schenk (2014) examined D.F.’s behaviour in delayed and non-delayed
conditions for a visuomotor (i.e., letter posting) and closed-loop pantomime task (i.e., a
perceptual task). In particular, Hesse and Schenk varied the amount of visual feedback in
four different conditions: closed-loop (i.e., vision of both the slot and hand during posting),
open-loop move (i.e., vision of slot and hand occluded at movement onset), open-loop signal
(i.e., vision of slot and hand occluded at movement cuing) and 3000 ms delay (i.e., vision of
slot and hand occluded for 3000 ms prior to movement cuing). Results showed D.F. had no
trouble posting the card in any of the visual conditions and that her performance on the
closed-loop pantomime task was impaired relative to controls. Accordingly, the authors
concluded that delayed visuomotor performance does not necessarily require ventral stream
9

input. Instead it seems that in some conditions visual information from the dorsal stream is
sufficient to guide actions in both immediate and delayed conditions and the dissociation
between D.F. and healthy controls in these tasks is driven by a difference in the ability to use
environmental cues efficiently rather than by a difference in the ability to use online visual
feedback.
The pictorial illusions literature is a point of debate regarding the separation of ventral and
dorsal visual pathways. For example, Franz et al., (2000) proposed that previously reported
differences between perceptual and grasping tasks reflect between-task attentional
differences. In developing this assertion, Franz et al., (2000) employed the Titchener circles
illusion in which one configuration of the illusion was presented at a time (i.e., a single
array). This procedure differs from Aglioti et al.’s (1995) study wherein both small and large
non-target arrays were concurrently presented. In a separate study, Franz, Hesse and Kollath
(2009) had participants grasp an object embedded in the Müller-Lyer illusion in visually
guided, open-loop (i.e. limb and target occluded at movement onset and during movement
execution) and 5000 ms memory delay (i.e. limb and target occluded 5000 ms before
movement cuing and throughout movement execution) conditions. Results showed a
marginal illusory effect in the visually guided condition and a larger illusory effect in both
open-loop conditions. Notably, Franz et al. argued that such a finding counters the PAM’s
prediction of a larger illusory effect following an increasing memory delay. Moreover, the
authors argued that the extent to which an illusion influences action is dependent on the
availability of vision during the response for online trajectory adjustments. To be certain,
Franz et al.’s findings raise an interesting issue regarding the importance of online feedback
in attenuating an illusory bias; however, Franz et al.’s conclusions are limiting by the fact
that the study did not employ an immediate delay condition (i.e., 0 ms delay; for comparison
see Heath 2005).
As outlined above, the real-time variant of the PAM asserts an immediate transition from
dorsal to ventral processing when vision of the target is unavailable at the time of movement
planning. In contrast to this view, Hesse and Franz, (2009) proposed an exponential decay of
visual information as a function of the length of a visual delay. In particular, Franz et al.
(2009) had participants grasp target objects in four different conditions: visually guided,
open-loop with full vision until movement initiation (OL-Move), open-loop with full vision
10

until start-signal (OL-Signal) and a 5000 ms memory delay. Hesse and Franz (2009) found
that the largest change in PGAs occurred between the CL and OL-Move, and the OL-Signal
and 5000 ms delay produced only a small additional effect on PGA. The authors proposed
that the observed changes in grasping kinematics following a delay are due to an exponential
decay of visuomotor information over time and concluded that there are, “[…] no qualitative
differences between movements executed after a delay and movements executed under full
vision” (p. 1543).

1.3 Statistical summary representation
When we scan our visual environment, it is often cluttered and contains multiple objects that
possess similar features (e.g., size). To account for the complexity of our environments and
the limited resources of our visuoattentive system, it has been proposed that the visual system
is capable of automatically "calculating" an average of a common property within a stimulusset. For example, if an individual unfamilair with Canadian monetary units was asked to
identify the size of a specific coin (i.e., a dime) from a box containing many different coins
(i.e., quarters, nickels, dimes, pennies), without having information about the specific size of
each coin, their representation of size would likely be based on an average of the size of all
coins included in the box. In other words, the perception of size is determined via a
statistical summary representation (SSR). The notion of an SSR for visuoperceptual
judgments was proposed by Ariely (2001) in a study wherein participants were presented
with sets of 4, 8, 12, and 16 differently sized circles for 500 ms followed by a test circle. In
Experiment 1, participants (N=2) were instructed to report whether the test circle was a
member of the set (i.e., member-identification experiment), whereas in Experiment 2
participants (N=2) were instructed to report whether the test circle was larger or smaller than
the mean of the set (i.e., mean-discrimination experiment). Experiment 1 showed that
individuals were unable to accurately report whether the test circle was a member of the
stimulus-set. In contrast, Experiment 2 demonstrated that participants were able to accurately
determine whether the test circle was larger or smaller than the mean of the stimulus-set – a
finding that was independent of the size of the stimulus-set. Accordingly, Ariely proposed
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that "[…] the visual system represents the overall statistical, and not individual properties, of
the [stimulus] set" (p. 157).

Figure 2. Schematic of the stimuli used in Ariely’s (2001) study. The display on the left and
right include the stimulus-set and the test circle, respectively. Permission requested from
Ariely (2001), Psychological Science.
More recent work has shown that an SSR is immutable to the number, density, and
complexity of stimuli and that an SSR representation is not influenced by attentional focus.
For example, Chong and Treisman, (2003) examined the effect of stimulus-set complexity in
the evocation of an SSR. In that study, participants were presented with homogeneous or
heterogenous stimulus-sets (i.e., differently sized circles) on the left and right side of their
visual field concurrently or in serial presentation and results were compared to a control
condition wherein only a single circle was presented in each visual field (see Figure 3).
Chong and Treisman reported, "The results were surprising" (p. 400) as mean judgments for
the heterogenous display were as accurate as the single item display.” The authors therefore
proposed that the visual system automatically develops an SSR to economize on its limited
capacity for perceiving and storing details related to a complex visual scene. In a follow up
study, Chong And Treisman (2005a) examined whether attentional focus influences the
instantiation of an SSR via a dual-task paradigm. Participants had to calculate the mean size
of circles or report the size of a single object cued after the disappearance of a display. In
both experiments, participants performed a secondary task to manipulate whether attention
was focused or distributed. Results showed that it was easier for observers to extract the
mean size of a stimulus-set when a simultaneous task required distributed versus focused
attention. In contrast, participants were better at reporting the size of a single object when the
manipulation required focused attention – a finding indicating that the development of an
SSR does not require the sequential processing of each object in a stimulus-set.
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Figure 3. Chong & Treismans' (2003) experiment timeline. Example of
simultaneous presentation (left panel) and example of successive presentation
(right panel). Permission requested from Chong & Treisman (2003) Vision
Research.
Further, Chong and Treisman (2005b) proposed that an SSR is not influenced by the density
and color of stimuli. In that study, displays of red and green circles were presented and
participants were asked to estimate the mean size of either the red or the green stimulus-set.
In another experiment participants were presented displays of 8 circles in a dense
(0.139 circle/deg2) or sparse array (0.075 circle/deg2). In both experiments, the colour and
density of the stimulus-set did not influence participants use of ensemble averaging; that is,
participants were able to accurately report the mean size of the stimulus-set.
More recently, an elegant study by Corbett, (2017) showed that an SSR is facilitated
by Gestalt groupings. Here, stimulus-sets were presented in groups that varied as a function
of four Gestalt principles: similarity (i.e., according to colour), proximity (i.e., according to
location), connectedness (i.e., the presence of connecting lines between stimuli), and
common region (i.e., stimuli were enclosed in a border). Participants were then asked to
adjust the size of a presented test stimulus. Results showed that participants’ error rates were
more similar between the same rather than different Gestalt groups (i.e., adjusted test
stimulus size was biased toward Gestalt-group-specific SSRs). Accordingly, Corbett
concluded that the grouping of stimuli optimizes visual short-term memory by minimizing
the variance of representations encoded by the visual system.
A growing body of work has shown that an SSR is not limited to the visual
representation of object size. Indeed, an SSR has been observed for visuoperceptual
judgments of orientation (Dakin & Watt, 1997), facial emotions (Haberman & Whitney,
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2007), gist perception (Alvarez, 2011), and auditory processing (Piazza et al., 2013). For
example, Haberman and Whitney, (2009) presented participants with pictures of faces with
different expressions (i.e., sad to happy) and asked them to report the mean expression.
Results showed that participants accurately identified the "facial mean" of the set and is a
result demonstrating that an SSR governs multi-modality judgments.
Most of the SSR research has employed perceptual judgment tasks and there is
therefore limited information regarding the influence of an SSR on action. To my knowledge,
only Corbett and Song (2014) examined the role of an SSR on grasping. In that study,
participants were presented with sets of computer-generated images (i.e., 14 dots arranged in
concentric rings which were either small or large) for a 1-min adapting interval immediately
followed by a 2000 ms "top-up" of the same display. Following the adapting interval, the
stimulus-sets were replaced with a 'test dot.' The onset of the test dot cued participants to
reach out and grasp it "[…] as if it were a real object" (p. 887). Results showed that
participants made significantly larger grip apertures in the small relative to the large adapting
condition during the early, but not later, stages of their reaching movements – a result
demonstrating that visually guided reach-to-grasp actions were initially influenced by an
SSR. Based on this finding Corbett and Song concluded that an SSR "[…] affects our
physical interactions with objects in the external environment" (p. 890). However, an
important feature of Corbett and Song’s work is that targets were computer generated 2D
stimuli; that is, they were not graspable. This is a notable issue because a number of
behavioural studies have proposed that two-dimensional grasping is a perception-based task
mediated by relative visual information (Ganel et al., 2020; Holmes et al., 2013; Hosang et
al., 2016; Ozana et al., 2018). Hence, there remains no evidence to assert that an SSR
influences physical interactions with objects. Therefore, Chapter Two of my thesis document
explored whether an SSR influences not only visuoperceptual judgments, but also visually
and memory-guided grasps to three-dimensional target objects.
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Chapter 2
A Summary Statistical Representation Influences Perceptions but not Visually
or Memory-Guided grasping

A version of this chapter has been published:
Hamidi, M., Giuffre, L & Heath, M. (2021). A summary statistical representation influences
perception but not visually or memory-guided grasping. Human Movement Science, .
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1. Introduction
A statistical summary representation (SSR) is a robust phenomenon wherein the property
(e.g., size) of an object is represented as the average of a stimulus-set to which it belongs. In
an elegant demonstration of this, Ariely (2001) displayed an array of differently sized circles
for 500 ms and required participants to report whether a subsequent test circle: (1) was a
member of the stimulus-set, or (2) was smaller or larger than the average size of the circles in
the stimulus-set. Results showed that participants knew little about the individual items in a
stimulus-set; however, they were markedly accurate in determining the stimulus-set's average
size. Ariely proposed that the visual system encodes an SSR and discards information about
individual items – a parsimonious strategy accounting for limited visuo-attentive resources.
Subsequent work has shown that an SSR is associated with the presentation of simple (e.g.,
dots, Gabor patches, differently sized circles) and complex (e.g., facial expressions,
sequences of different tones) stimuli, is immutable to the density, number and distribution of
stimuli (Chong et al., 2008; Chong and Triesman 2003, 2005;), is associated with parallel or
serial presentation (Corbett & Oriet, 2011; Im & Chong, 2009) and is facilitated by gestalt
groupings (Corbett 2017; for reviews see Alvarez, 2011; Srinivasan, 2017).
The overwhelming majority of the SSR research has employed perceptual judgment
tasks and it is therefore largely unclear whether an SSR influences movement. This
represents a salient issue given the perception/action model's assertion that functionally and
anatomically distinct visual pathways mediate perceptions and actions (Goodale & Milner,
1992). The perception/action model contends that perceptual judgments are mediated via the
ventral pathway that encodes relative object properties in an allocentric frame of reference.
Accordingly, the perception/action model predicts that an SSR influences perceptual
judgments because the ventral pathway determines a target property in relation to the items
contained in a stimulus-set. In turn, the perception/action model states that vision for action
is mediated via the dedicated visuomotor networks of the dorsal pathway that process
absolute target information in an egocentric frame of reference (see Hu & Goodale, 2000).
As such, the perception/action model would predict that visually guided actions are refractory
to an SSR due to the encoding of target features independent of context-dependent visual
information (for review, see Goodale, 2011). To our knowledge, only one study examined
the role of an SSR in grasping and that work offered a departure to the perception/action
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model's prediction. Corbett and Song (2014) reported that an SSR influenced visually guided
grasping in an adaptation paradigm wherein participants viewed two sets of computergenerated stimuli (i.e., 14 dots arranged in concentric rings) left and right of a central fixation
for a 1-min interval prior to a block of trials. Subsequently, an additional 2000 ms "top-up"
to the adapting stimuli was presented in advance of individual trials. One stimulus-set
included dots ranging in diameter from 10.8 – 22.7 mm with an average of 17.7 mm (i.e., the
'small' stimulus-set), whereas the other ranged in diameter from 21.5 to 35.5 mm with an
average of 28.5 mm (i.e., the 'large' stimulus-set). Following the adapting interval, the
stimulus-sets were replaced with a test dot (diameter: 17.2 to 29.0 mm) and a non-test dot
(i.e., with a diameter matching the mean of all dots in the adapting stimuli) located on
opposite sides of the fixation. The onset of the test (and non-test) dot cued participants to
reach out and grasp it "[…] as if it were a real object" (p. 887). Following the grasping
response, participants provided a perceptual report of whether the test dot was smaller or
larger than the non-test dot (i.e., perceptual judgment task). Grip apertures were computed at
101 spatially normalized points (i.e., 0% to 100% of traversed distance) ,and it was reported
that values from ~12 to 45% of the response were larger (i.e., ~0.3 to 0.6 mm) for the 'small'
as opposed to 'large' stimulus-set –a finding matching the perceptual judgment task (see also
Corbett, Wurnitsch, Schwartz, & Whitney, 2012). In other words, early aperture shaping was
inversely related to the average size of the adapting stimuli the test dot replaced. Corbett and
Song proposed that for early aperture shaping, "…average size (of a stimulus-set) not only
influences perceptual judgments but can also affect our physical interactions with objects in
the external environment" (p. 890). As well, the author interpreted the early – but not later –
effect of an SSR on aperture formation in line with Glover's (2004) contention that the early
and late stages of grasping are supported by relative and absolute visual information,
respectively (but see Goodale, 2011).
An important consideration of Corbett and Song's (2014) work is that target stimuli
were computer-generated images and were not graspable. This is notable because a number
of behavioural studies have proposed that 2D grasping is a perception-based task mediated by
relative visual information (Ganel, Chajut & Algom, 2019; Holmes & Heath, 2013; Hosang,
Chan, Davarpanah Jazi & Heath, 2016; Ozana, Berman & Ganel, 2018). For example, 2D
grasps produce smaller apertures than their 3D counterparts and adhere to the psychophysical
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principles of Weber's law during the early and late stages of aperture shaping (see Holmes &
Heath, 2013). These behavioural results are supported by neuroimaging work reporting
distinct activation patterns during the preparation of 2- and 3D grasps (Freud et al., 2018). In
addition, 2D grasps do not provide terminal haptic feedback necessary to support an absolute
visuo-haptic calibration for subsequent aperture shaping (Davarpanah Jazi & Heath, 2016;
Davarpanah Jazi, Hosang & Heath, 2015; Davarpanah Jazi, Yau, Westwood & Heath, 2015;
Schenk, 2012). As a result, there is insufficient evidence to support Corbett and Song's
conclusion that an SSR influences physical interactions with objects.
In the present work participants completed a perceptual judgment task (i.e., method of
adjustment) as well as visually and memory-guided grasps to differently sized 3D targets
(i.e., 20, 30 and 40 mm in width, 10 mm in depth and height) presented within symmetrical
(i.e., control) or asymmetrical (i.e., small-target and large-target) weighting conditions.
Each trial involved the presentation of a single target and in the control weighting condition
the differently sized targets were presented on an equal number of trials. In the small- and
large-target weighting conditions the 20- and 40-mm targets were respectively presented five
times as often as the other targets in the stimulus-sets. The use of separate target weightings
was based on Alvarez's (2011) contention that an SSR is a rapidly developed percept that
"[…] collapses across individual measurements to provide a single description of the set" (p.
122) and because in simultaneous, (Corbett & Song, 2011) and serial (Gillen & Heath,
2014a; 2014b; Heath, Gillen, & Weiler, 2015) target presentations, ensemble building has
been shown to reflect total activations for the individual items included in a stimulus-set
(Šetić, Švegar & Domijan, 2007). Moreover, Krügel and colleagues (Krügel, Rothkegel, &
Engbert, 2020) showed that saccades directed to target eccentricities determined by a nonuniform Gaussian distribution render endpoint bias toward the distribution's mean; that is,
prior knowledge governed the nature of the visual information supporting saccade endpoint
error. For the method of adjustment task, a classic psychophysical method was used wherein
participants altered the magnitude of a comparator stimulus (i.e., the width of a line
appearing on a computer monitor) until they perceived it to match the width of a target object
(Farell and Pelli 1999; Marks & Algom, 1998). For visually guided grasps, responses were
completed with concurrent visual feedback of the movement environment (i.e., hand and
target), whereas memory-guided grasps were completed without vision and were initiated
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following 2000 ms of visual delay (e.g., Westwood, McEachern & Roy, 2001). In terms of
research predictions, the left panels of Figure 4 provide hypothesized percent frequency
histograms for line width as a function of target size in the method of adjustment task and
shows that small-target weighting condition responses underestimate line width compared to
their control weighting condition counterparts, whereas in the large-target weighting
condition responses overestimate compared to the control weighting condition. Put another
way, the perceptual nature of the task is predicted to give rise to an SSR influenced by the
more frequent activation of a specific target within a stimulus-set. The right panels of Figure
4 provide hypothesized percent frequency histograms for peak grip aperture in visually
guided grasps and shows responses are not biased in the direction of the most frequently
presented target in the stimulus-set. Further, it is proposed that visually guided will operate
independent of an SSR during the early and later stages of aperture formation – a prediction
in line with the perception/action model's assertion that responses are governed by unitary
and absolute visual information (Goodale, 2011). For memory-guided grasps, we provide
competing predictions. The first is that aperture shaping will be biased in line with the
method of adjustment task (see left panels of Figure 4). This prediction is based on the realtime variant of the perception/action model asserting that the visuomotor networks of the
dorsal pathway support grasping only when vision is available at response cuing (Westwood
& Goodale, 2003; see also Hu & Goodale, 2000) and work reporting that perceptual
averaging is greatest when memory resources are taxed (Dubé & Sekuler, 2015). The second
prediction is that the haptic feedback associated with the 3D target objects used here will
support a visuo-haptic calibration and render unfolding aperture shaping independent of an
SSR (Davarpanah Jazi & Heath, 2016; Schenk, 2012) (see right panels of Figure 4).
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Figure 4. The solid black lines show hypothesized percent frequency histograms for line width (left
panels) and peak grip aperture (right panels) as a function of target size (20, 30 and 40 mm) in
method of adjustment and visually guided grasping tasks and for small and large-target weighting
conditions. The text in each panel reports the frequency a target size was presented in
the small- and large-target weighting conditions. The dotted red line in each panel depicts percent
frequency histogram for the control weighting condition. For the method of adjustment task, smalltarget weighting condition distributions for each target size are shown as biased to the left of their
control condition distribution (see leftward arrow), whereas large-target weighting condition
distributions for each target are shown as biased to the right of their control condition distribution.
Such findings would demonstrate a percept biasing target size in the direction of the most frequently
presented target in a stimulus-set (i.e., an SSR). For visually guided grasps, peak grip aperture across
weighting condition are shown to overlap because they are supported by absolute visual information
independent of an SSR.

2. Methods
2.1. Participants
Twenty participants (15 female: age range 18-33 years) from the University of Western
Ontario volunteered for this study. All reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision, selfdeclared right-hand dominance and being free of a current or previous neurological or upperlimb disorder. Prior to data collection, participants signed a consent form approved by the
Non-Medical Research Ethics Board, University of Western Ontario, and this work was
conducted according to the most recent iteration of the Declaration of Helsinki with the
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exception that participants were not entered into a database. All participants completed the
protocol; however, in post-processing it was determined that the infrared marker attached to
one participant's wrist (i.e., a 22-year-old male) was not captured on greater than 40% of
trials1. For that reason, the analyses of visually and memory-guided grasps involve 19
participants.

2.2. Apparatus and procedures
Three tasks were completed: (1) method of adjustment, (2) visually guided grasping, and (3)
memory-guided grasping. For each task, participants stood in front of a table (depth 760
mm; width = 1060 mm) with the height of the table adjusted to approximately 100 mm above
navel level. This height allowed participants to rest their elbow on the table between trials
and served to maximize comfort and reduce muscle fatigue. Targets were placed 75 mm to
the right of midline and 500 mm in depth from the front edge of the table. Targets were
vinyl, painted flat black and were 20 (i.e., small target), 30 (i.e., middle target) and 40 (i.e.,
large target) mm in width, and all were 10 mm in height and depth (i.e., 3D and physically
graspable targets). Targets were secured to a laminated sheet of white paper (76 by 127 mm)
and presented with their long-axis perpendicular to participants. Liquid-crystal shutter
goggles (PLATO Translucent Technologies, Toronto, ON, Canada) (Milgram, 1987),
MATLAB (R2018b, The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) and the Psychophysics Toolbox
extensions (v 3.0) (Brainard, 1997; Kleiner, Brainard & Peli, 2007) were used to control
visual, auditory and computer events.
Three conditions (control, small-target and large-target weighting) were completed
in each task. In the control weighting condition, each target was presented 10 times. In the
small-target weighting condition the 20 mm – or small – target was presented five times as
often as the middle (i.e., 30 mm) and large (i.e., 40 mm) targets. In the large-target
weighting condition, the large target was presented five times as often as the small and
middle targets. Accordingly, in the small- and large-target weighting conditions the 'small'
and large' targets were respectively presented on 50 trials, whereas the other targets were
presented on 10 trials. The trial weighting manipulation matches Gillen and Heath's (2014b)
examination of an SSR in pro- and antisaccade amplitudes. For all target weighting
conditions, a randomization schedule determined the ordering of target object presentation.
Each task required approximately 75-min to complete and were done in separate and
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randomly ordered sessions separated by at least 24 h. As well, the order of target weighting
condition within a task session was randomized.

2.3. Method of Adjustment Task
At the start of a trial the goggles were translucent while the experimenter placed a target on
the tabletop. Once the target was positioned, the experimenter initiated a trial sequence
wherein the goggles were set to their transparent state for 2000 ms (i.e., preview period) after
which an auditory imperative (2900 Hz for 100 ms) was presented. The imperative cued
participants to press a home switch (i.e., MFJ-550 telegraph key located 75 mm to the right
of midline and 50 mm from the front edge of the table) with their right index finger to
increase the horizontal width of a line appearing on a computer monitor (LG LCD monitor,
1024 × 768 pixels, 60 Hz; 25 ms response time) located 100 mm anterior to the target object.
The initial height of the line was 10 mm with a width of 2 mm and the line was centered on
the monitor screen. Participants pressed the switch until they perceived that the width of the
line matched the width of the target object. The occlusion goggles remained transparent for
the duration of a trial.

2.4. Visually and Memory-Guided grasping
The occlusion goggles were translucent in advance of each trial and during this time
participants rested the palm of their right hand on the home switch. Once a target was placed
the occlusion goggles were set to their transparent state for a 2000 ms preview. In the
visually guided task, the auditory imperative immediately followed the preview and
instructed participants to reach out and grasp – but not lift – the long-axis of the target via a
precision grip (i.e., thumb and forefinger) "as quickly and accurately as possible". The
occlusion goggles remained transparent until participants returned to the home switch. In the
memory-guided task, the goggles were set to their translucent state following the preview and
an auditory imperative was provided 2000 ms thereafter. Accordingly, participants planned
and executed their response in the absence of online vision. For both tasks, participants were
instructed to hold the target object for approximately 1000 ms before returning to the home
switch.
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2.5. Data collection, data reduction and statistical analyses
For the grasping tasks, the position of the right limb was measured via infrared emitting
diodes (IREDs) placed on the lateral surface of the distal phalanx of the index finger, the
medial surface of the distal phalanx of the thumb, and the styloid process of the wrist. IRED
position data were sampled at 400 Hz via an OPTOTRAK Certus (Northern Digital Inc.,
Waterloo, ON, Canada) for 1500 ms following response cuing. IRED position data were
filtered offline via a second-order dual-pass Butterworth filter employing a low-pass cut-off
frequency of 15 Hz. Subsequently, instantaneous velocities were computed from the position
data via a five-point central finite difference algorithm. Movement onset was marked when
participants released pressure from the start location and movement offset was determined
when wrist velocity fell below a value of 50 mm/s for 20 consecutive frames (i.e., 50 ms).
Dependent variables for grasping tasks included: reaction time (RT.: time from response
cuing to movement onset), movement time (MT: time from movement onset to movement
offset), peak grip aperture (PGA: maximum resultant distance between thumb and forefinger)
and time to PGA (time from movement onset to PGA). In addition, we computed grip
aperture at decile increments of normalized MT (i.e., 10%, 20%, …., 90%, 100% of MT).
For the method of adjustment task, we recorded the width (in mm) of the horizontal line
generated on the computer monitor (henceforth referred to as line width).
For the method of adjustment task, line width was examined via 3 (weighting
condition: control, small- and large-target) by 3 (target size: 20, 30 and 40 mm) fully
repeated measures ANOVA. For the grasping tasks, dependent variables were examined via
2 (grasping task: visually guided, memory-guided) by 3 (weighting condition: control, smalland large-target) by 3 (target size: 20, 30 and 40 mm) fully repeated measures ANOVA.
Main effects and interactions were decomposed via simple-effects and/or power polynomials
(i.e., trend analysis) (Pedhazur, 1997). Where appropriate, two one-sided test statistics were
used to determine if small- and large-target weighting conditions were within an equivalence
boundary of the control weighting condition (for tutorial see Lakens, Scheel & Isager, 2018).
Equivalence testing was completed via the TOSTER R package (Lakens, 2017).
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3. Results
3.1. Method of Adjustment Task
Figure 5 presents an exemplar participant's trial-by-trial performance in the method of
adjustment task. The figure shows that line width values for the small- and large-target
weighting condition were smaller and larger than the control weighting condition,
respectively. In other words, responses were biased in the direction of the most frequently
presented target in the stimulus-set.1

Figure 5. An exemplar participant's trial-by-trial line width for method of adjustment (A) and
peak grip aperture for visually (B) and memory-guided (C) grasps as a function of target size
and weighting condition.
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ANOVA findings for line width produced main effects for target size and weighting
condition, all F(2,38)=864.34 and 5.06, ps<.001 and =.001, p2 =.98 and .21. The top panel
in Figure 6 shows that line width increased linearly with increasing target size (only linear
effect significant: F(1,19)=298.83, p<.001). For the main effect of weighting condition, we
computed participant-specific difference scores wherein line width for the control condition
was subtracted from line width for the small- and large-target weighting conditions. The top
offset panel in Figure 6 presents group mean difference scores – and associated 95%
between-participant confidence intervals – and demonstrates that line width for the smalltarget weighting condition was less than the control weighting condition, whereas line width
for the large-target weighting condition was greater than the control weighting condition.
Further, single-sample t-tests indicated that difference scores for small-target versus control
(t(19)=3.14, p=.005, dz=0.92) and large-target versus control (t(19)=-2.86, p=.010, dz=0.64)
weighting conditions differed from zero.
To determine whether sequential trial effects influences results, I identified controlweighting condition trials to the 30 mm target in which trial N-1 involved a target of the
same, smaller, or larger target size. A subsequent one-way ANOVA for line width – as well
as grip aperture at 30% of MT for visually and memory-guided grasps – did not elicit reliable
effects, all Fs<1.13, ps>.34, all p2<.05.
3.2. Visually and Memory-Guided Grasping

3.2.1. Transport kinematics
The top and middle panels of Figure 7 present group mean RT and MT, respectively, for
visually and memory-guided grasps as a function of target size and weighting condition. The
figures show that visually guided grasps produced shorter RTs (304 ms, SD=76) and MTs
(669 ms, SD=103) than memory-guided grasps (RT: 336 ms: SD=105; MT: 725 ms,
SD=148), all F(1,18)=4.96 and 10.87, p=.039 and .004, p2 =.22 and .37. RT and MT did not
elicit main effects of weighting condition or higher-order interactions, all F<1.17, ps>.33, all
p2<.06. Two one-sided test statistics for RT and MT contrasting small- and large-target
weighting conditions with the control condition were computed with an effect size derived
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from the lower bound value in the method of adjustment task (dz=0.64). Results indicated
that contrasts were within an equivalence boundary, all t(18)>1.86, ps<.02.

Figure 6 Group average line width for method of adjustment task (A) and peak grip aperture
(PGA) for visually (B) and memory-guided grasps (C) as a function of target size and
weighting condition. Error bars represents 95% within-participant confidence intervals.
Each panel includes linear regression lines and associated regression equations. The offset
panels represent weighting condition group mean difference scores computed wherein line
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width and PGA values for the control condition were subtracted from the small- and largetarget weighting conditions and are presented as means collapsed as function of target size.
Error bars represent 95% between-participant confidence intervals and the absence of overlap
between error bars and zero (i.e., the horizontal dotted line) represent a reliable difference
inclusive to a test of the null hypothesis.

3.2.2. Grasping kinematics
The middle and bottom panels of Figure 5 present an exemplar participant's trial-by-trial
PGAs for visually and memory-guided grasps, respectively, and show that values did not
systematically vary with weighting condition. Moreover, the figure demonstrates the
expected finding that PGAs increased with target size and that values were smaller and less
variable for visually than memory-guided grasps (Holmes et al. 2011).
Figure 8 shows group average grip aperture for visually (left panels) and memoryguided (right panels) grasps as a function of weighting condition at decile increments of MT
The small, middle, and large targets are presented in separate panels and in each panel the
95% between-participant confidence interval envelope is shown for the control weighting
condition. The figure shows overlap between the error envelope for the control weighting
condition and the mean grip aperture for the small- and large-target weighting conditions
from 10% to 100% of MT ANOVAs computed separately for each decile revealed main
effects for target size from 10% to 100% of MT, all F(2,36)>13.90, ps<.001, all p2 >.44,
such that values increased linearly with increasing target size (only significant linear effects:
all F(1,18)>15.89, ps<.001). The ANOVAs did not reveal significant main effects for
grasping task from 10% to 30% of MT, all F(1,18)<2.16, ps>.15, all p2<.10; however, from
40% to 100% of MT grip apertures were larger for visually than memory-guided grasps, all
F(1,18)>8.76, ps<.01, all p2 >.27. The ANOVAs did not reveal reliable main effects for
weighting condition, all F(2,36)<1.25, ps>.30, all p2 <.03, nor any higher-order interactions
involving that variable, all F<1.53, ps>.23, all p2 <.04. In other words, the ANOVA
findings coupled with the error envelopes provided in Figure 7 indicate that an SSR did not
influences aperture size from the early through late stages of visually and memory grasps.
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ANOVA results for PGA produced main effects for target size, F(2,36)=248.62,
p<.001, p2 =.93, grasping task F(1,18)=13.64, p=.002, p2 =.43, and their interaction,
F(2,36)=11.62, p<.001, p2 =.39. The middle and bottom panels of Figure 6 show that PGAs
for visually and memory-guided grasps increased linearly with target size (only linear effects
significant: F(1,18)=530.80 and 108.96, ps<.001) and that values were smaller in the former
condition (visually guided: 45 mm, SD=17; memory-guided: 54 mm, SD=18). Further,
participant-specific PGA to target size slopes revealed a larger value for visually guided
(1.31, SD=.25) than memory-guided (0.97, SD=.40) grasps, t(18)=4.02, p=.001, dz=0.92.
PGA did not elicit a main effect of weighting condition, F(1,18)<1.0, p=.91, p2 <.01, nor any
higher-order interaction involving this variable, all F(2,36)<1.18, ps>.23, all p2 <.06. Two
one-sided test statistics indicated that PGA for the small-target and control weighting
conditions (t(18)=2.68, p=.006), and the control and large-target weighting conditions
(t(18)=2.47, p=.002) were within an equivalence boundary.
Time to PGA did not produce main effects or interactions, all F<2.49, ps>.103, p2
<.11 (see bottom panel of Figure 7). In particular, weighting condition did not elicit a
reliable main effect, F(2,36)<1.0, p=.58, p2 =.03, and two one-sided test statistics indicated
that time to PGA for the small-target and control weighting conditions (t(18))=2.24, p=.019),
and the control and large-target weighting conditions (t(18)=2.48, p=.012) were within an
equivalence boundary.
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Figure 7 Group average reaction time (A), movement time (B), and time to peak grip
aperture (C) for visually (left panels) and memory-guided (right panel) grasps as a function
of target size and weighting condition. Error bars represent 95% within-participant
confidence intervals and each panel depicts linear regression lines and associated regression
equations.
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Figure 8 Group average aperture size at decile increments of normalized movement time for
visually and memory-guided grasps as a function of target weighting conditions are shown
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separately for the 20- (A), 30- (B) and 40-mm (C) target objects. The error envelope in each
panel is the 95% between-participants confidence interval for the control weighting
condition. We provide the confidence interval only for the control weighting condition
because it graphically depicts that aperture size for the small- and large-target weighting
conditions were within this envelope at each decile of the response. Include the labels A, B
and C.

4. Discussion
We employed symmetrical and asymmetrical weighting conditions to determine whether
visually and memory-guided grasps are influenced by an SSR. Further, a method of
adjustment task was used to demonstrate that our target weighting conditions influenced
perceptual judgments.

4.1. Summary statistics influence visuoperceptual judgments: evidence from the
method of adjustment task
In the method of adjustment task participants adjusted the width of a line appearing on a
computer monitor until they perceived it to match a target object – a task providing a classic
measure of perceptual threshold discrimination (Farell & Peli, 1999; Marks & Algom, 1998).
In this context, responses for the small- and large-target weighting conditions were smaller
and larger than the control weighting condition, respectively; that is, responses were biased in
the direction of the most frequently presented target. One interpretation of our findings can
be drawn from the sequential trial effects literature wherein magnitude judgments on trial N
are influenced by stimulus magnitude on trial N-1 (Jesteadt, Luce, & Green, 1977; for
sequential effects in grasping and oculomotor control, see Dixon & Glover 2009; Weiler &,
Heath 2014). However, a posteriori analyses provide no evidence that sequential trial effects
influenced perceptual judgments or grasping2. Instead, we propose that our findings are
consistent with the relative processing characteristic of the ventral pathway (Goodale &
Milner, 1992) and supports the assertion that an SSR influences perceptions of the size of
individual members in a stimulus-set."
The majority of SSR studies have examined perceptual judgments when a stimulus
array is replaced by a test stimulus and this work demonstrates that participants extract an
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SSR when all members of a stimulus-set are concurrently presented (Ariely, 2001; Chong &
Treisman, 2003; Marchant & de Fockert, 2009; for review see Srinivasan, 2017). In addition,
Corbett and Oriet (2011) showed that an SSR guides perception when the individual
members of a stimulus-set are provided in a rapid serial presentation. Notably, the method of
adjustment task used here did not entail concurrent or rapid serial presentation. As such, our
results add to the general SSR literature in that they demonstrate that a summary statistic for
a stimulus-set can be extracted even when individual members are presented across discrete
and temporally unconstrained trials.

4.2. Summary statistics do not influence visually or memory-guided grasps
Before discussing whether grasps were influenced by target-weighting conditions we first
outline the general differences between visually and memory-guided grasps. Visually guided
grasps produced shorter RTs and MTs, smaller grip apertures from 40 to 100% of MT and
including PGA, and an increased PGA/target size scaling than their memory-guided
counterparts. The RT findings reflect that visually guided actions have shorter planning
times because responses are implemented 'online' to advantage visual feedback during
movement execution (Carlton, 1981; Elliott, 1988; Jakobson & Goodale, 1991, Neely,
Tessmer, Binsted & Heath, 2008; Zelaznik, Hawkins & Kisselburgh, 1983). In contrast,
memory-guided actions exhibit longer planning times due to an offline mode of control that
increases the demands on central planning mechanisms operating prior to movement onset
(e.g., Heath, 2005; for review, see Elliott et al. 2010). In addition, that memory-guided
grasps produced longer MTs, larger grip apertures from 40 to 100% of MT (including PGA)
and reduced PGA/target object scaling is a well-documented finding indicating that in the
absence of visual feedback there is increased uncertainty about target size (and location)
(Churchill, Hopkins, Rönnqvist & Vogt, 2000; Hesse & Franz, 2009; Holmes, Mulla, Binsted
& Heath, 2011; Jakobson & Goodale, 1991; Westwood et al. 2001) and results in apertures
planned with a sufficiently large margin of error to prevent an early and unexpected
'collision' with the target (Whitwell, Ganel, Byrne & Goodale, 2015; Whitwell, Milner,
Cavina-Pratesi, Barat & Goodale, 2015b).
In terms of our primary objective, visually guided grasps were not influenced by
target-weighting conditions during any stage of the unfolding response. To underscore this
point, Figures 6 and 8 show that PGAs and apertures at decile increments of MT,
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respectively, for small- and large-target weighting conditions did not differ from the control
weighting condition. Moreover, two one-sided tests contrasting PGAs for the small- and
large-target weighting conditions to the control weighting condition indicated that values
were within an equivalence boundary. Thus, null and equivalence tests support the
contention that an SSR does not influence visually guided grasps. This conclusion is
consistent with our a priori prediction and the perception/action model's assertion that
absolute unitary visual information mediated by dorsal visuomotor networks controls visually
guided grasps (Goodale, 2011). In further support of the view that an SSR does not influence
visually based actions, Gillen and Heath (2014) examined pro- (i.e., saccade to veridical
target location) and antisaccade (i.e., saccade mirror-symmetrical to target location)
amplitudes to target eccentricities (i.e., 10.5, 15.5 and 20.5) in blocks wherein eccentricities
were symmetrically and asymmetrically weighted (i.e., the same target-weighting used here)
(see also Heath et al., 2015). Results showed that prosaccade amplitudes (see antisaccade
results below) did not vary with target weighting and was a finding attributed to response
output specified via direct (i.e., absolute) retinotopic projections in the superior colliculus
(Wurtz & Albano, 1980). Of course, we recognize that the neural architecture of prosaccades
and visually guided grasps is distinct (for review, see Rossetti, Pisella & Vighetto, 2003);
however, the combined findings indicate that responses (i.e., oculomotor and grasping)
supported by absolute visual information are refractory to ensemble averaging.
Memory-guided grasps (i.e., from 10 to 100% of MT and including PGA) were not
influenced by target weighting and is a conclusion supported by null hypothesis and
equivalence tests. At an initial level this represents an unexpected finding given work
reporting that memory-guided grasps are cognitive and result in a size-scaling shift from
absolute to relative visual information (i.e., a dorsal to ventral pathway transition) (Hu &
Goodale, 2000; Westwood et al., 2001). As well, Gillen and Heath's (2014) oculomotor
work described in the previous paragraph showed that antisaccade amplitudes were biased by
the most frequently presented target in a stimulus-set – a result interpreted to reflect that the
cognitive nature of antisaccades engenders the specification of target eccentricity via an SSR.
In contrast, Hesse and Franz (2009) reported that memory-guided grasps are not associated
with a perceptual representation and proposed that the kinematics of memory-guided grasps
reflect a temporally based and exponential decay of visuomotor information (see also Elliott
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& Madalena, 1987). Further, our group has shown that PGAs for memory-guided grasps
violate Weber's law and indicated that absolute visual information is available for up to 5,000
ms of delay (Holmes et al., 2011; but see Ganel et al., 2008a; b). Part of the difference in the
memory-guided literature might relate to the availability of terminal haptic feedback to
support an absolute visuo-haptic calibration on subsequent trial performance (Davarpnah Jazi
& Heath, 2015; Schenk, 2012). Further, this interpretation serves to contextualize Gillen and
Heath's findings given that antisaccades preclude the integration of visual or any other form
of terminal feedback.
A final issue to address is the discrepancy between our results and Corbett and Song
(2011). Recall Corbett and Song observed that the sustained exposure to an adapting array
resulted in the early stages (i.e., ~12 to 45% of spatially normalized movement) of visually
guided grasps being influenced by an SSR. In contrast, we employed discretely presented –
and differently sized – target objects in different weighting conditions and did not observe an
SSR effect across any stage of the unfolding aperture. It could be that our discrete target
presentation did not entail a sufficiently complex environment to induce an SSR. That
explanation, however, is countered by the method of adjustment task's demonstration of a
reliable SSR for perceptual judgments (see Summary statistics influence visuoperceptual
judgments: evidence from the method of adjustment task). Instead, we propose the
discrepancy – in part – relates to Corbett and Song's use of 2D targets. As indicated
previously, convergent behavioural and neuroimaging evidence demonstrates that 2D grasps
are perception-based and supported by relative visual information (Freud et al., 2018; Ganel,
Ozana & Goodale, 2019; Holmes & Heath, 2013; Hosang et al., 2016; Ozana et al., 2018)
and do not afford an absolute visuo-haptic calibration (Davarpanah Jazi & Heath, 2015;
Schenk, 2012). Accordingly, although an SSR may mediate the early stage of aperture
formation for 2D grasps (see Corbett and Song, 2011), the present results provide no
evidence that ensemble averaging underlies early or late stage aperture formation for grasps
affording physical interactions with a target. It could also be the case that the adaptation
paradigm used by Corbett and Song engenders a cognitive mode of control, permitting
perceptual intrusions in early aperture shaping (Navon & Ganel, 2020).
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5. Conclusions
Perceptual size judgments were biased in the direction of the most frequently presented target
in a stimulus-set, whereas visually and memory-guided grasps were not. Based on these
results, we propose that the visuomotor networks supporting naturalistic grasps specify target
size independent of any contextual cue associated with the target's membership in a stimulusset.
Footnote
1. The present sample included more female than male participants. This represents a
potential limitation given work reporting sex differences in online trajectory control
(Hansen & Elliott, 2008). Hence, it could be argued that sex differences influenced
the method of adjustment and/or grasping performance in the current investigation.
Accordingly, we computed participant-specific slopes relating line width and PGA
(separately for visually and memory-guided grasps) to target size. Subsequently, we
computed z-scores contrasting the slopes for individual male participants to the group
mean for female participants. The resulting values across male participants and tasks
ranged from -0.77 and 0.69 – a result evincing that sexual dimorphism did not
influence perceptual or grasping responses (see also Sundström Poromaa &Gingnell,
2014).
2. We used grip aperture at 30% of MT because Dixon and Glover (2009) reported that

this stage of grasping elicits the largest magnitude sequential trial effects. Further, we
note that our study was not purpose-designed to examine sequential trial effects given
that target size in each weighting condition was randomized, and as a result our
retrospective analyses did not include an equal number of trials wherein trial N was
preceded by a trial that was the same, smaller or larger size.
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